
BIKE MAINTENANCE TIPS

GET YOUR BEARINGS
Grab your tyres and push your wheels from side 
to side to see if there is any movement -if there is, 
your wheel bearings may need some attention.

PERFORM A SADDLE CHECK
Slipping off a loose saddle while riding isn’t a pleasant 
experience, so check yours is nice and tight. Push it side 
to side and up and down and it a tighten if it moves at all.

BRAKE TEST
Spin your wheel on pull on each brake separately. Braking 
should be firm, so if it takes a while for the wheel to slow down 
or things feel soft, your brakes may need some attention.

SOLVE THAT RATTLE
If your front forks shake when you ride or the front of the 
bike vibrates at all, then your headset probably needs to be 
tightened. Try pulling on your front brake and moving the bike 
back and forth -if the headset moves, then that’s the problem. 
Grab your torque wrench and tighten the four stem bolts to 
five Newton meters -we don’t want the handlebars coming off! 

SILENCE SQUEAKY CHAINS
A squeaking chain is more than just annoying; it could be 
an indicator that there’s a problem that could cause an 
injury or damage to your bike. Turn a pedal backwards 
and listen for clicking or unusual sounds caused by 
friction. Try applying some lube (wet during winter, dry 
in the summer) to see if that solves the problem. 

THE BOUNCE TEST
Pull on the front brake and bounce your bike up and down. If you 
hear anything out of the ordinary, something might be loose. Check 
all connections and nuts and bolts until you find the issue, or bring it 
into a Halfords store where we’ll check it’s safe to ride free of charge.

GIVE IT A CLEAN
Cleaning a dirty bike will not only 
make it look great, but also extend 
its lifespan. Grab some hot soapy 
water or even some specialist 
cleaner like Muc Off and give it a 
good scrub -just remember to dry 
it off to prevent rust.


